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￭ This template is based on a guide to feature prioritization and the features prioritization matrix. It can be used to record feature requests and prioritization of these requests. It can also be used to plan product roadmaps, at various levels of detail. The matrix is designed to give some indication of priority (in terms of what features are
high or low priority) as well as explain why this priority was chosen. ￭ It consists of two templates: • The feature prioritization matrix itself. The columns list features according to the priority they are given, and the rows list the features (according to the description) on the page. As you select a row, the highest priority features are
highlighted. • The roadmap templates have a matrix embedded into them. They may be viewed in Microsoft PowerPoint. To display the roadmap template in Microsoft PowerPoint: ￭ Go to View in Microsoft PowerPoint. ￭ Select Other tab, choose Roadmap templates, and then open the roadmap you want to create. ￭ In the PowerPoint
roadmap template, there is a matrix displayed in the center of the slide. ￭ This template can be adapted for various purposes. One purpose would be to capture all of your ideas. Another purpose would be to prepare an actual roadmap. ￭ For a full explanation of this template, the feature prioritization process, and the matrix, please visit
the following link: Roadmap White Paper Description: ￭ This template contains a roadmap white paper with information on the components of a roadmap as well as other related materials. The white paper and templates are available in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint formats. To see an example, click the following link: This sample will
show you how to use the templates to create a roadmap and white paper. Customer Canvas Description: ￭ This template was designed by Dr. Gretchen Rubin of www.growthhacker.com and is used to capture customer suggestions, feedback, and objections. It provides a blank canvas for you to capture customer suggestions, feedback,
and objections. It then gives you options for how to categorize the customer feedback. It includes a survey to help you collect customer feedback. �
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KEYMACRO provides the best Microsoft Excel, PowerPoint and Windows Forms macros to build powerful and robust project management and task management software applications in a snap. It includes a fully featured cloud and mobile product roadmap application with task management, issue tracking, Gantt charts, e-mail alerts,
mobile apps, and CRM integrations. KeyMacro comes with a complete and easy to use product roadmap app to create feature-centric product roadmaps. KeyMacro is a powerful cloud based Project Management and Task Management application that helps you to manage your software development projects, teams and share the
information with all stakeholders. Features: - Create Pivotal projects, feature requests and task lists from Excel, PowerPoint, Word and Google Docs - Create Gantt charts, calendars and agendas - Share information with stakeholders by attaching them to task lists, features, bugs, and sprints - Share issue tracking, tasks and milestones
with your clients - Create and send e-mail alerts to receive updates from your clients and stakeholders - Tasks can be re-assigned and prioritize with a unique color based system - You can also create milestones with due dates and budgets for each of them. - Customize your project management workflow with powerful customization
options and predefined workflows - Create and send tasks via mobile apps for Android and iOS users - Create kanban boards for agile projects - Integrate with GitHub and Bitbucket repos to organize tasks and changes in pull requests - Can also add your own custom fields to tasks and tasks lists - Create feature requests and prioritize
with a unique color based prioritization system. - Automatically add new tasks and bugs to projects and client accounts when they occur. - Automatically add tasks to projects when user creates new products. - Customize tasks list template with your own logos, colors and text - Add users to all tasks, projects and clients - Create a chat and
integrated a CRM into the app to track conversations and users - Includes a powerful REST API to integrate with your existing applications. EZ Quote Number Finder is a fast and affordable quote number finder to help you find the right number for the project. This number search engine searches many free sources, such as phone book,
websites, etc. Using this application, it is easy to find the number you need. The program provides an API to integrate with other applications or services, such as sending SMS, apps and e-mails. Features 2edc1e01e8
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In this template, you can create an effective roadmap matrix that shows all the features for a product. It features prioritization in columns based on Gantt chart, Flow chart, Apriori chart and Trello board. The rows are numbered based on levels and metrics and this way each row represent a feature, a product or a project. Each column
can be created from one or multiple feature requests which are linked to a roadmap column, a product or a project and features in a column will be assigned a priority. The prioritization of a feature can be done using any of the graphical charts mentioned above. You can select the chart type, enable legend and include or hide columns
and rows. This Excel spreadsheet also includes a dashboard view of features, a product and a project. The sample features priority matrix is attached. You can use this as a template and customize it to add new features and provide a better representation. Features List: 1. Automated RFP Create an Excel Spreadsheet and download the
features list from a website or CSV file. 2. Create a Trello Board and add your product, project and features to it. The Trello board has the roadmap and other features written in a column. 3. Features: Features are the basic building blocks of a product. They can be product dependent. Example: A To-Do list app would have features like
To Do List, To Do Items, Checklists etc. In this matrix, each feature is a column in the matrix. Features can have priority (via labels) and these can be further classified into two categories: 1. High Priority Features 2. Low Priority Features Features can also be tagged (example: for this tool, tagged as “ready”, “in development”, etc) so
that they can be noted. The priority and tags can then be noted in the Excel spreadsheet and are used to prioritize the features in the matrix. 4. Trello Boards: We can create Trello boards based on project, product, organization, customers, etc. These boards are used to track and manage the list of features on a product. 5. Roadmap
Columns: Roadmap columns are used to track and maintain a long-term product roadmap for a product. 6. Product Column: The product column can be used to show a snapshot of a product at a point in time. 7. Project Column: The project column can be used to show
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System Requirements:

Windows 10 or later (64-bit) Intel Core i5 or equivalent (6 CPU) or better 2 GB or more RAM 15 GB or more available hard drive space DirectX 11 Supports multi-core and multi-CPU processing System requirements are subject to change. Xbox Live Gold, Xbox Live Silver, Gold Elite, and Elite Game Pass subscriptions sold separately.
Recommended Specifications: Xbox One X Intel Core i5 or equivalent (6
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